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ASStRACT

Based on the hypothesis that crystal structures may be
ordered according to the polymerization of the co-
ordination polyhedra with higher bond-valences, a hierar-
chical classification is set up for mineral structures that are
based on triangular and octahedral *de1 ss-sldin4tion
goups. It incorporates large sections of the carbonate,
borate, selenite, tellurite, arsenite and antimonite chemi-
cal groups, The minerals *s arranged according to their
basic heteropolyhedral cluster, or fundamental building
block @BB), and the dimensional character of the cluster
polymerization. The FBB, repeated by glide planes and
screw a(es, forms tie structure module, a complex anionic
polyhedral arraywhose excess charge is balanced by (extra-
modular) large low-valence cations. The mode of polymeri-
zation of the FBB is related to the Lewis basicity of the
simple oryanions that constitute this FBB. The Lewis basic-
ity of the structue module may be related, via the valence-
matching principle, to the Lewis acidity of tle extra-
modular cations. With anion co-ordination numbers chosen
so that they result in the most nearly equal bond-valences
for the extra-modular cations, the co-ordination number
(and Lewis acidity) of the extra-modular cation(s) can be
predicted.

Keywords: structtral classification, carbonates, borates,
selenites, tellurites, arsenites, antimonites.

SoMMAIRE

Dans l'hypothbse que les structures cristallines peuvent
€tre syst6matiquement ordorur€es d'aprds la polymdrisation
des polydres de coordination d haute valeur de liaison, on
etablit une classification hierarchique des structures ce
mindraux qui comportent des groupes de coordination catio-
niques triangulaires et octa€driques. Elle englobe, en grande
partie, les carbonates, borates, s€l€nites, tellurites, arsenites
et antimonites. Les min6raux y sont arranges suivant leur
groupement hdtdropolyedrique, ou brique fondamentale
@F) et le nombre de dimensions des diff€rents type de poly-
m6risation. La BF, rdp6t€e par miroirs glisseurs ou axes
hdlicoidaux, forme le module structural, polyddre anionique
complexe dont la charge rdsiduelle est neutralsee par les
gxos cations (hors-module) i valence basse. Le type de
polarisation de la BF se relie i la basicit6 Lewis des oryan-
ions simples qui constituent cette BF. La basicit6 Lewis du
module structural peut se relier, par simple neutralisation
des charges, d I'aciditd Lewis des cations hors-module, En
choisissant les nombres de coofdination de telle fagon que
les valences de liaison des cations hors-module soient le plus
possible €gales, on prddit et le nombre de coordination et
I'aciditd Lewis des cations hors-module.

(Traduit par la Rddaction)
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INtnooucrroN

There have been many suggestions that minerals
should be classified according to their crystal struc-
tures, based on the idea that structure should be a
more fundamental characteristic of a mineral than
chemical composition. Many physical and chemical
properties of a mineral can be rationalized in terms
of atomic arrangement, and with the rapid increase
in the number of mineral structures known, connec-
tions between structure and paragenesis are becom-
ing apparent. Thus an adequate structural classifi-
cation of mineralq should provide an epistemological
basis for the interpretation of the role of minerals
in geologrcal processes. A hierarchical scheme ofthis
$ort should apply to all minerals, and the physical,
chemical and paragenetic characteristics of amineral
should be seen to arise as natural results of its crys-
tal structure, and the interaction of that structure
with the environment in which it occurs. Such a com-
plete classification is still to be realized, but general
structural schemes are now beginning to appear
(Lima-de-Faria 1983, Hawthorne 1985a). They are
based on the general idea of modular crystallogro-
phy, whereby structures arb categorized according
to the character and polymerization of their basic
structural units, or fundamental building blocks.

Hawthorne (1983) has proposed the following
hypothesis: structures msy be ordercd or claxified
occording to the polymerization of those cation co-
ordination polyhedro with higher bond-valences,
Hawthorne (1985a) showed how this hypothesis is
suggested by Pauling's (1960) second rule and used
it to develop a hierarchical classification and descrip-
tion of minerals of stoichiometry MTzQ, based on
tetrahedrally and octahedrally co-ordinated cations.
Hawthorne (in prep.) has extended this to all other
minerals structually based on octahedra and tetra-
hedra.

The fundamental ideas behind tlis approach are
not restricted to any number or type of co-ordination
polyhedra, and here I would like to examine all (or
most) minerals based on triangular and octahedral
co-ordinations; this encompasses minerals that are
chemically classified as carbonates, borates, selenites,
tellurites, arsenites and antimonites.
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TABLE r. vlmlllrro, MTNERALs BASED oN FINITE [vltt*{tor)ron] cLustrns

Mlneral Fortul a a(8) rtRt c(ff) e(o) sp.Gr, Ref.

Bayl iss i te K2tM.s(coa)2(Hro)al  11.404(4) 6.228t2 ' ,6.826Q) 99.66(2) P2' ln (1\

References; (l) Bucat et al. (1977)

PnnilrarN,q.Rv CoNSIDERATIoNS

In addition to the hypothesis stated above, Haw-
thorne (1985a) has made some specific observations
that pertain to the application of modular crystal-
lography to the classification and description of crys-
tal structures. Higher bond-valence polyhedra bond
together to form homo- or heteropolyhedral clusters
that constitute thefundamental buildine block (FBB)
of*he structure. The FBB is repeated, often poly-
merized, by translational symmetry operators to
form the s/ructure module, a complex anionic poly-
hedral array (not necessarily connected) whose ex-
cess charge is balanced by the presence of large low-
valence cations. The possible modes of cluster poly-
merization result in the following possible types of
structure module: (i) unconnected polyhedra' (ii) iso-
lated (finite) clusters, (iii) infinite chains, (iv) infinite
sheets and (v) infinite frameworks.

This paper will consider the vtMrtttTfr, minerals
(vrM = [6]-co-ordinated cation, IrIf : [3]-co-
ordinated cation, d = unspecified ligand). In many
cases, it is more instructive to write this formula as
M,(TQ).6* where n = z-3!, as this carries more
structuril information. It should be emphasized that
this formula is not nece$sarily the total formula of
the mineral, but just the formula of that part that
involves the (more strongly bonded) triangularly and
octahedrally co-ordinated cations and their ligands.

Frc. l. The lM(Td)6ql finite cluster that
structure of baylissite,

Srnucruner, Cr-esses

Isolated polyhedra

There are no minerals in this particular class. This
is a significant observation, as it suggests the ques-
tion 'why are there no minerals of this particular
type?'. This will be considered later, although it
sliould be noted that synthetic inorganic solids do
show this type of structural arrangement, e.9.,
Mn(NO3).6H2O (Rib6r et al. 1976) and
Fe(NO,).9H2O (Hair & Beattie 1977).

Finite clusters

Baylissite (Table l) is the one mineral based on
finite clusters. The fundarnentat building block is the
heteropolyhedral cluster [Mg(CO:)z(HrO)o]' in
which the (Co3) triangles are in a trons configura-
tion with regard to the central octahedron (Fig. l).
These are repeated by the translational operators of
the structure to form rather open sheets of finite
clusters. Note the structural and paragenetic similar-
ities with the analogous vrlu{vT"4n minerals
anapaite, bloedite, leonite and schertelite (Haw-
thorne l985a,c).

Infinite chains

Of the large number of possible infinite chains of
the form lutMlT,),6J that can be built from sim-
ple heteropolyhedral clusters of octahedra and tri-
angles, only a very few types are actually founfl in
minerals; these are schematically illustrated in Figure
2.

The IM(TQ)621 chain is the basis of the minerals
of the dundasite group' hydrodresserite and
dawsonite; in all of these minerals, the chain has the
composition tAl(COt (OlT)t with a repeat distance
of approximately 5.6 A. The octahedra share trans
edges along the chain, and the trianeles bridge adja-
cent vertices in a staggered fashion along the length
of the chain; note the similarity to the analogous
LM(T'C.q)di chain found in the descloizite and
conichalcite groups of mineral's (Hawthorne, in
prep.). In the dundasite group of minerals, the chains
are linked by [9]-co-ordinated Pb, Ba or Sr, and
hydrogen bonds involving (H2O) groups that are
not bonded to any cation (Fie' 3a). In hydrodres-
serite, the chains are linked by [9]'co-ordinated Ba

is the FBB of the
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The least-connected chain is the lM(Td)+l chain
(Fig. 2b) that is the basis of the structure of sahamar-
ite (Table 2). In this mineral, [(Mg,Fd+) (CO:)a]
chains run parallel to^[001], with a repeat distance
of approximately 4.6 A, and are cross-linked by [9]-
co-ordinated rare-earth cations (Fig. 4).

T:he lMz(Td){51 chain (Fie. 2c) is rhe basis of rhe
structure of artinite (Table 2), in which an edge-

Ftc. 2. Infinite IMJTd)yQnl chains found in minerals: (a) lM(Tfu)grl, dundasite type; (b) lM(Td)d|, sahamalite type;
(c) lM2(Tfu\$51, artinite type; (d) lM(Td)Qzl, nesquehonite type; (e) lM(Td)6L chalconatronite type. The FBB
of each chain is shown unshaded.

1*c12 -1
Ftc. 3. The strucnres of minerals based on the tM(7|6)dzl dundasite-type chain: (a) the structure of dundasite, projected

down [110]; extra-modular Pb cations (black circles) tink the [A1(CO3XOH)2] chains together; O) the structure of
hydrodresserite, projected down [010]; the [AI(CO3XOH)2] chains are linked by extra-modular Ba (not.shown) and
hydrogen bonds (some of which are shown as broken lines); (c) the structure of dawsonite, projected onto (01 l); the
[AI(CO3XOH)21 chains are linked by extra-modular Na.

(al

T
c

l

T
c

J

and a network of hydrogen bonds involving three
non-modular (HzO) exoups; only one of the (H2O)
groups is bonded to Ba, and the others participate
solely in the hydrogen-bonding network (Fig. 3b).
In dawsonite, the [AI(CO:) (OH)z] chains run
parallel to [010], and are cross-linked by octahedrally
co-ordinated Na and hydrogen-bonding involving the
module (OH) ligands (Fig. 3c).

gal21
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TAoLE 2, vIulIIr;0. l,rrNEMLs sAsED oN rNFrNIrt tvlur{t0,)r0nl cmrns

F o r o l a  a t R t  l t R t  c ( R t  g l o l  s o - G . -  R e r .

Sahmal lte

Dfessedte

'Dundaslte

Dmonlte

Aft lnl te

Nesquehonlte

(RE)2[ (t lS,Fe) (c03)4] 5 . 8 9 4 ( l )  1 6 . 1 1 6 ( 3 )  4 . 6 1 2 { l )  1 0 6 . 5 4 ( l )  P 2 , / a  ( l )

Ba[Al (c03) (0H)z]2(H20) 9.27 16.8 5.63

PbtA l (c03) (0H)212(H20)  9 .08n)  r6 .37(2)  5 .62n)

(s r ,ca) tA l (c031(0H)212(Hzo)  9 . t4 ( l )  15 .91( t )  5 .594(5)

Pbm

Pbm l2l

Pbm

Hydrodressertter BatAt(c03)(0H)212(H20)3 9.755n) t0.407(1) 5.632n) 92'27J) PI (3 )

NatAl (c03) (0H)21

tMsz(co3) (oH)2(Uo)31

tis(c03) (H20)21.H20

6.759( r  )  5 .5850. )  10 .425( l  ) l@a (4)

16.560(5)  3 .153(1)  6 .231(3)  99 .10(4)  c? lm

7.705( l )  5 .367( l )  l2 . l2 l (1 )  90 .45(1)  P2 ' ln

( 5 )

( 6 )

Chalconatfonlte i la2lcu(C03)2(H20)](H20)3 9.696(2) 6.101(2) 
.|3.779(3) 91.83121 P2,/n (7)

References: ( l )  Pert l ik & Preislnger (1983)i  (2) cocco et al .  (1972)i  (3) Szynaf iskl  (1982);  (4) Corazza
et al .  (1977);  (5) Akoo & IHal {1977);  (6) Stephan & uaccl l lavry (1972);  (7) Mosset et al .  (1978).

t d  . 9 5 . 7 0 ( t ) 0 ,  1 , 1 1 5 . 6 4 i l ) 0 .  
r l n d i c a t e s  

t h e  p r l n c l p a . l  n l n e r a l  o f  t h e  q r o u p .

Frc. 4. The structure of sahamalite projected down [00]; the [Mg,Fd+XCO:)a]
chains are cross-linked by extra-modular l9]-co-ordinated REE cations (shown
as black circles).

T
c'
t

sharing ribbon of (Mgde) octahedra with corner-
sharing (CO3) groups extends along [010]. In the
idealized chain of Figure 2c, there is an alternation
of (CO3) groups and (H2O) gxoups along the edges
ofthe octahedral ribbon, giving a chain-repeat dis=
tance of about 6.3 A. In the artinite structure, adja-
cent chains have two possible relative positions'
differing by a displacement of half the chain-repeat
distance, and the chains are disordered over these
two positions. This leads to a halving of the cell

dimension in the direction of the chain (i.e., along
t0l0l) and diffuse layer-lines wfth f = 2n+1.
Chains are linked by direct hydrogen-bonding from
the (H2O) groups of one chain to the oxygen atoms
of the (CO3) groups in adjacent chains.

Both nesquehonite and chalconatronite are charac-
terized by fundamental building blocks in which
there is edge-sharing between (M6d octahedra and
(Zd3) trianeles. In nesquehonite, the structure mod-
ule is an array ofheteropolyhedral chains ofthe form

| -b- l
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(bl
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FIc. 5. The structures of (a) nesquehonfte, projected onto (011); [Mg(CO3)(H2O)2] chains are linked by hydrogen-
bonding, and.the nonmodular (H2O) group is shown by the star; chains underlie the nonmodular (H2O) groups
that link the chains vfa hydrogen bonds; O) chalconatronite, projected down [001]; extra-modular Na (omitted for
clarity) bonds the [Cu(CO3)2(H2O)I chains together.
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T
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t
T
b

I

!llneral Fomla at8t rt it c (8 )  sp .G. . Ref.

Buetschll lte KZtCa(C03)21

'Eltellte Narll '19(C0,)rJ

Tuni site NaCarCl [At, (C0, ), (0H) 
OJ,

Rodatqulla.lt€r H3cltFe:+(Te03)41

Dennlnglte (Ca,t4n) [ (Mn,zn) (Te205)Z]

4.94212')

i l , r98n l

8 .82(51 a

tg.t2 R32lE(?)

16.405(7) R3

6.564(l) P4lm

6.G3 PT

13,04(5) P42/n

( r  )
(2 )

(3 )

(4 )

(5 )

References: {l) Pabst (1974)i (2) Pabst (1973}; (3) Effenberger et al. (1981); (4) Dusausoy & Protas
(1969) ;  (5 )  l {a l l t z l  (1965) .

[M(76)Qz]. An edge-sharing IMg(CO3)O2
(HzO)zl cluster links by corner-sharing between a
triangle and an octahedron, and between octaledra,
to form the [Mg(COr) (HzO)z] chain that exten$s
along [010] with a repeat distance of around 5.4 A.
The chains are linked by a network of hydrogen
bonds that involves both direct linkage between
chains, and linkage through the third (HzO) eroup
that does not bond to any module cation but is only
held in the crystal by the hydrogen-bond network
(Fie. 5a). In chalconatronite, the fundamental build-

ing block is the edge-sharne tM(TQ)zdzl cluster
that polymerizes by corner-sharing between a trian-
gle and an octahedron, and between octahedra, to
form an lM(TQ)z6l chain of composition
ICu(CO)2(H2O)1. The original description of the
structure assigned a co-ordination number of [5] to
Cu, but bond-valence ponsiderations show that the
sixth distance of 2.597 A should be considered. Adja-
cent chains are linked by l6]-co-ordinated Na and
hydrogen bonds both from module (H2O) and non-
module (HrO) groups that form part of the co-
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ordination polyhedra of the Na cations (Fig. 5b).

Infinite sheets

The minerals based on infinite sheets are listed in
Table 3, and the sheet modules are illustrated in
Figure 6.

The lM(Tfu)21 sheet, which is the basis of the
eitelite group of structures, consists of corner-sharing
lliangles and octahedra extending parallel to (001)
(Fig. 6a). Adjacent sheets are linked along [00ll by
[9]-co-ordinated alkali cations. The arrangement of
the sheet module resembles that in the.analogous
lM(Td)zl minerals merwinite and brianite (Haw-
thorne 1985a).

(b)

Tunisite is based on a very elegant sheet ofthe type
W(Td)62} involving corner-sharing between trian-
gles and octahedra, and both corner- and edge-
sharing between octahedra. The resulting arrange-
ment is very open (Fig. 6b), and adjacent sheets are
linked by F0l-co-ordinated Ca and l5]-co-ordinated
Na.

The lM2(Tfu)ol sheet illustrated in Figure 6c is
found in the structure of rodalquilarite (Table 3).
Serrated chains of edge-sharing @eO6) octahedra
extend along [010], and these are cross-linked by
(IeO3) groups to form a sheet parallel to (100). The
sheets are linked by a network of hydrogen bonds
involving also the Cl anion. The details of the hydro-
gen positions are not known, but some strong near-

(a)

I
a

l.- a -+l

(d)

r a#
Frc. 6. Infinite-sheet modules found in minerals: (a) lM(Td)zl, eitelite t''pe; (b) lM(TQ)Qzl, tunisite type; (c)

lMz(Td)$ql, rodalquilarite type; (d) lM(Tzi)zl, denningite type.

T
a

I
T
b

T

/+a+/
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symmetrical hydrogen bonds ar6 possible in this
structure.

The last mineral in this class is denningite (Table
3), in which lM(TzQ)zl sheets are formed from
corner-sharing between triangles (to form (Z2gr)
dimers) and corner-sharing between these dimers and
octahedra (Fie. 6d). These sheets are parallel to (001)
in denningite and are cross-linked by [8]-m-ordinated
Ca and Mn. Intersheet bonding is also quite strong,
and thus 6snningite has strong affinities to frame-
work structures.

Infinite frameworks

The minerals of this class are listed in Table 4,
more or less in increasing order of connectivity of
the structure inodule. First are the minerals of the
calcite and dolomite groups; the structures are based
on a framework of corner-sharing triangles and octa-
hedra, and are not illustrated here. The minerals of
the kotoite group axe based on anlM3(Tfu)) frame-
work involving edge- and corner-sharing between tri-
angles and octahedra, and edge- and corner-sharing
between octahedra (Figs. 7a,b). Yiewed down [001],
the structure shows striking similarities to that of
lindgrenite Cu3(MoO)2(OlI)z (Hawthorne & Eby
1985), with (BOr) triangles in place of the (MoO4)
tetrahedra.

Huntite is based on an lMr(Th)al framework
(Fig. 8) consisting of corner-linkage between (CO3)
triangles and (MgO) octahedra, and edge-sharing
between MgOo) octahedra. From a bond-valence
viewpoint, the Ca should also be included in the
structure module, as it is also [6]-co-ordinated, but
the co-ordination polyhedron is trigonal prismatic
rather than octahedral.

The following minerals fall into a subgroup of the
framework class, as they have strong structural
affinities: fluoborite, painite, jeremejevite, warwick-
ite, the ludwigite group of minerals, pinakiolite,
orthopinakiolite, takeuchiite, wightmanite and the
szaibelyite group of minerals. A prominent feature
in the structures of all these minerals is the chain of
edge-sharing octahedra (of the rutile type) with^a
repeat distance that is an integral multiple of 3 A.
These chains are cross-linked by (Zg) triangles in
the plane perpendicular to the length of the chains,
and by sharing edges and vertices with adjacent
chains. Ignoring ordering along the length of the
chains, the graphical aspects of these structures may
be idealized as colorings on the regular 36 net;
because of this 2-dimensional character to these
structures, \tloore & Araki (1974) refened to them
as the "3 A wallpaper structures". 1!-e idsalized
frameworks, projeded down the 3n A axis and
mapped on to the 36 net, are shown in Figure 9. The
simplest structure is that of fluoborite (Fig. 9a), in
which the octahedral chains occur in pairs, and by

sharing vertices form a triangular tunnel across which
the (BO3) groups bond; note the similarity of the
projection of this chain to the Keggin molecule, with
the triangle replacing the tetrahedron, a complex het-
eropolyhedral cluster commonly found in
MJTOA),$, structures (Moore & Araki 1977).
Moore Ci araU (1976) drew attention to the large
pipe-like hexagonal channel running through the ori-
gin (Fig. 9a); in fluoborite, this channel is empty.
The structure of painite (Iable 4) is very similar to
that of fluoborite, albeit the chemistries of the struc-
tures are radically different. In painite, the octahedra
have the same arrangement as in fluoborite, but are
occupied by Al rather ttran Mg; this leads to a reduc-
Lion in the length pf the chain axis from around 3
A to around 2.8 A due to the smaller size of Al.
When compared to fluoborite, only alternate B-
positions are occupied in painite; the remaining tri-
angular tunnels are filled with Zr in trigonal pris-
'matic co-ordination, leading to a tripling of the
repeat distance along t}te chain-repeat direction. The
hexagonal tunnels, empty in fluoborite, are occupied
by [6]+o-ordinated Ca in painite. Thus from a bond-
valence viewpoint, Zr and Ca must be regarded as
framework cations in painite. In jeremejevite, the
c-axis projection resembles that of fluoborite @ig.
9a), but the character of the octahedral chains is
different. The c dimension in jeremejevite is three
times that of fluoborite, and every third octahedral
site along c is empty; this empty site is bridged along
the chain by a @O) triangle.

In warwickite (Fig. 9b), the octahedral chains share
edges to form ribbons four octahedra wide; these rib-
bons are canted at 60o to each other, and the trian-
gular interstices are bridged bV @Or) triangles. In
ludwigite (Fig. 9c), the chains share edges to form
ag-z-agsheets with 5 octahedra on the zig and 3 octa-
hedra on the zag. These sheets fit together such that
there are triangular tunnels formed, across which the
@O3) triangles fit. In projection, both hulsite (Fig.
9c) and pinakiolite are identical with regard to bond
connectivity. They both consist of plane sheets of
edge-sharing octahedra, separated by corrugated zig-
zag sheets of edge-sharing octahedra with 3 octahe-
dra on the zig and 3 octahedraonthe iag. The inter-
face between these two types of sheets forms
triangular tunnels across which bridge the @Or)
triangles. The difference between the two structures
arises because of cation ordering over the large num-
ber of nonequivalent octahedral sites in each struc-
ture. In both hulsite and pinakiolite, the planar
edge-sharing sheets consist of ordered arrangements
of cations, (Sn,Fe3+) and (Fd+, Mg) in hulsite,
Mn3*) and (Mg,Mn) in pinakiolite. However,
adjacent a*zaE sheets are equivalent in hulsite, whe-
reas they are nonequivalent in pinakiolite, consisting
alternately of (Mn3+) and (Mg) octahedral sheets.
In orthopinakiolite, there is one type of complex zig-
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TABLE 4. l lmll lr"o. ritNEMLs BASED olt [vItt.{tor)ron] FRAIEIIoRKs

t t inera l  Fomula  a l l )  b (8)  c (8 ) B ( o )

*ca lc i te  [ca(Co3] l
Gaspelte tNr (c03) l
Magnesjte [Mg(c03)l
o tav i te  tcd(co3) l
Rhodochrosjte [Mn.'(C03)J

Stder i te  tFe2+(c03) l
Snithsonite [Zn(C03)1
sphaerocobaltite ICo(c03)]

Ankerite
*Dol omlte

IcaFez+(co3) ]

lcang(c03)21
rutnohorlte [cal{n?+(c03)2]

ti l inrecordlte [CaZn(C03)2J
Nordensk io ld lne  lcasn(803)2 ]
Nofsethite lBali lg(C0,)r1

Jimboite [l,1nr(B0a)rJ
rKotoite tlt,(B0r)21

Huntite tcat,ls,(c0r)oJ

F luobor i te  [xs3(803)  (F ,0H]31

Painite CazrtBAlgotSl

JerereJevite [Al6(803)5(08)3]

!,tanickite t0,t9,Tj4r)2(Bo3)ol

Azoproire tM92(Fe3lTl,t!g) (803)021

Bonaccordtte [Nt2Ferr(803)02]
*Ludwig i te  tMgzFer . (BO3)02 l
vonsen i te  tFe?"Fe3*  (863)621

Hutste t(Fe2:Mg)z{Fe3lsn) (803)ozl

Pinakiolite tl,{92iln3+(803)021

0rthoplnaklot' l te [ l, lgzl{n3r(803)02]

Takeuchi ite [l,1g2l.ln3+(Bo3)02]

u tgh tnan i te  [M95(803] (0H)501.2HA0

Suanite [MS2B20S]

KurchatovJte ts[f49Br05J

Sussex.ite tr,tnt*(82040H) (OH)l
rszalbelylte [l ' ls2(BA040H)(0H)]

Hydronagnesite [l, lg5(c03)4(0H)Z(HZo)4]

*Cho lcomeni te  ICu(Se03) (HZo)Z]
Tetne i te  ICu(Te4 '03)  (Hzo)z ]

*Ahlfeldlte [Ni (se03) (H20)2]

cl jnochalcorenite [Cu{se0,) {Hro)rJ
Coba l tonen i te  ICo(5e03) (H20)2 ]

l ' landarinolre tFe:+(seo3)3(H2o)31.3H?o

Tri gonl te Pb3[l '1n21 (Aso3 ) 2 
(Asoz ( 0H ) ) ]

K t n l c h t l i t e  t F e : * { r e 4 * 0 3 ) 3 l t N a ' H ) 2 . ( H z o ) n
'Zemann i te  IZnr+(Te4+03)3 ] (Na.H)2 . (H20)n

sonora l te  [Fe ; * (Te4no3)2(oH)2(H20) ] .H20

Emonstte* tFer'(Te4+03)3(HzO)l.HzO

llackayire [Fe3+(Te205){0H)]

4 . 9 8 9 6 ( 2 )  -  1 7 . 0 6 r ( l )

4 .598 -  14 .123

4.6328(2)  -  15 .0129(5)

4 .920 -  16 .298

4.768212, - 15.6354(8)

4 . 5 9 1 6 ( 4 )  -  1 5 . 3 8 0 ( ? )

4 .6526(7)  -  15 .025(2)

4 .658 -  14 .958

4 . 8 3 0 0 )  -  1 6 . 1 6 7 ( 3 )

4 . 8 1 2 n  )  -  1 5 . 0 2 0 ( 3 )

4 .85  -  16 .34

4.8183(4)  -  16 .030( l  )

4 .853 -  1  5 .920

5 . 0  t 7 6  )  - .  1 6 . 7 7 (  l  )

5 .658 i l )  8 .740( l )  4 .6461?)

5 .396( l  )  8 .29712)  4 .459( l  )

9.5027(6) - 7.821216)

8 .327(3)  -  3 .085(2)

8 .715{2)  a  8 .47212)

8 . 5 5  -  8 . 1 8

9.  r97  (7 )  9 .358(9)  3 .085 {2  )

9 . 2 5 [  )  1 2 . 2 5 ( ]  )  3 . 0 1  ( l  )

9 .213(6)  12 .22917 ' t  3 .001 (2 )

9 .14  12 .45  3 .05

9 . 4 6 3 i l )  1 2 . 3 0 5 1 1 )  3 . 0 7 3 ( l )

1 0 . 6 9 5 ( 4 )  3 . r 0 2 n )  5 . 4 3 1 ( 1 )

2r ,79 i l  )  5 .977(5)  5 .341 (5 )

]8 .357(4)  12 .59r (2)  6 .068 i l )

2 7 . 5 0 0 )  1 2 . 6 1 4 ( 2 )  6 . 0 4 6 ( t )

1 3 . 4 6 ( 2 )  3 . 1 0 2 ( 5 )  1 8 . 1 7 ( 2 )

1? .  I  0  (5 )  3 .  r  2 (2  )  9 .36(  s )

3 6 . 2 9 2 1 8 )  5 . 4 9 1 ( l )  1 l . l 2 0 ( 2 )

12 .17  10 .70  3 .25

12.577 l2 l  10 .393 (2  )  3 .1  39  (  l  )

r 0 . 1 0 5 ( 5 )  8 . 9 5 4 ( 2 )  8 . 3 7 8 ( 4 )

6 . 6 6  9 . 1 2  7 . 3 7

6.63  9 .61  7 .43

7.519 8 .751 6 .445

8 . 1 7 7  8 . 6 1 1  6 . 2 9 0

7.640 8 .825 6 .515

r 6 . 8 r 0 { 4 )  7 . 8 8 0 { 2 )  1 0 . 0 1 9 t 2 )

7 . 2 6 t 2 )  6 . 7 8 ( ? )  1 1 . 0 9 ( 2 )

9 .419 -  7 .665

9.41  (2 )  -  7 .6412)

' f0 .984{2)  10 .268(2)  7 .91712)

7 . 9 0 0 )  8 . 0 0 0 )  7 . 6 2 ( 1 )

1 1 . 8 0 ( l )  a  1 5 . t 0 ( l )

-  R 3 c  { 1 )
- R5c
-  R3c ( l )
-  XJC

-  R3c  (1 )
-  n3c  ( l )
-  R 3 c  { l )
- n3c

-  R3 t2 )
-  R 3  0 )

- R 3
-  R 3  ( 3 )

- Pnmn (4)
-  Pnm (5)

-  R32 (6 )

- P63/n (7)

-  P6:  (8 )

- P63/n (9)

-  Pnm (10)

- pbm

- pbam

-  P b m  ( l l )
-  Pb@ ( t2 )

94 .21  {3 )  Pz /n  (  13)

95 .83(5)  '  C2 lm ( . |0 )

- Pnnn ( 14)

- Pnnn

91.60(5)  r2 /^  (  10)

'104.3(5)  P2, la  (15)

Pc2,  b  (  16)

-  P ? , / a

95.88(2)  P2, /a  (17)

1  f4 .44(5)  P2, /c  (18)

-  P2,2 ,2 .  l19 l
-  P2,2 ,2 ,  120)

99.00  P2, /n

97.27  Pz , ln

98,60 P2, ln

98.26121 P2,lc (21)

9 1 . 5 ( 2 )  P n  l 2 2 l

- P63/n
- P63/n 123)

'108.49(2)  P2, /c  (24)

95 .0(2)  P I  (25)

- 14,/acd 126l
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Gaudefroyite

Ferotychite
rNorthspite

Tychite

Sakhaite

Schafarzl  k l te

Trippkelte

ca4[Mn3(803) 3(C03)03]

Na6tret+(co3)41{s04)
Na6[MS2{c03)4]Cl

Na6[M92 ( c03) 4] 
( s04]

Ca3[M9(803)2 ] {c03)  (HAo) ,

tFe2*{ sb;*04) l
tcu2+(Asl+04) l

10 .606(4)

'r 3.962
'14.069 ( 2 )
I  3 ,90

14.590

8.590 (5 )

8 .592(4)

5 . 9 1 3  (  5  )

s .573(4)

P6: (27)

Fd3
Fd3 (28)

Fd3 (29)

F4,32  (30)

P4mbc (3t )

P4mbc (32)

References:  ( l )  Ef fenberger et  a l .  (1981);  (2)  Beran & Zemann ( ' l977);  (3)  L ipprnan (1968);  (4)  Bondareva et  a l .
( 1978 ) ;  ( 5 )  E f f enbe rge r  &  Pe r t l i k  ( 1984 ) ;  ( 6 )  Do l l ase  &  Reede r  ( 1986 ) ;  ( 7 )  Da l -Neg ro  &  Tad in i  ( ' l 974 ) ;  ( 8 )  Moo re
&  A rak i  n976 ) ;  ( 9 )  Rode l l as  e t  a l .  ( ' 1983 ) ;  ( 10 )  Moo re  &  A rak i  ( 1974 ) ;  ( . l l )  Takouah i  e t  a t .  ( 1950 ) ;  ( 12 )  sw innea
&  S te i n f i nk  ( 1983 ) ;  ( 13 )  Konne r t  e t  a l .  ( 1976 ) ;  ( 14 )  Tak6uch i  e t  a ] . ,  ( ' 1978 ) ;  ( 15 )  Tak6uch i  ( 1952 ) ;  ( 16 )  yakubov i ch
e t  a l .  ( ' 1976 ) :  ( 17 )  Tak6uch i  &  Kudoh  (1975 ) ;  ( 18 )  Akao  &  Iwa i  ( 1977 ) i  ( 19 )  G ; t t ow  ( , l 958 ) ;  ( 20 )  Zem inn  &  Zemann
(1962 ) ;  ( 21 )  Haw tho rne  11984 ) ;  ( 22 )  pe r i l i k  ( 1978 ) ;  123 )  Ma tza t  ( 1968 ) ;  ( 24 )  Donnay  e t  a l .  ( 1970 ) ;  ( 25 )  pe r r l i k
( 1972 ) ;  ( 261  Pe r t l i k  &  G ie ren . (1977 ) i  ( 27 )  yakubov i ch  e t  a t .  ( 1975 ) ;  ( 28 )  Da l  Neg r ' o  e t  a t .  ( 1975 ) ;  ( 29 )  Wa tanabe
(1933 ) i  ( 30 )  Ch i cagov  e t  a l .  ( 1975 ) ;  ( 31 )  F i sche r  &  Pe r t l i k  ( 1975 ) ;  Pe r t l i k  ( 1975 ) .

a = 9 6 . 7 1 2 1 , r = 8 4 . 5 ( 2 ) .

(a) (b)

l+- b--t l*- b--t
FIc' 7. The structure ofthe kotoite group of minerals: (a) projected down [001]; (b) projected down [100]. The struc-

ture module is of the form lM.j(Tfu)zl, and there are no extra-module components.

Tc
I

Ta
I

zag sheet of edge-sharing octahedra, with the zig-zag
sequence (7,3,3,3) consisting of a zig of 7 octahe-
dra, followedby zag-zig-zagof 3 oclahedraeach. The
sheets_ fit- together (Fig. 9e) such that the (BOr)
triangles fit in the intersheet triangular tunnels. The
structure of takeuchiite (Iable 4) is presumably based
on a variant of this pattern, wilh a different ag-zae
arrangement. The most complex of these structure$
is wightmanite (Fig. 90, in which 2x 2 octahedral
edge-sharing bundles and I x2 octahedral edge-
sharing ribbons link together, both by sharing octa-
hedral vertices and by sharing venices with (BO3)
triangles situated in the triangular tunnels of the
structure. A very prominent feature of the frame-
work is the presence of large channels running paral-
lel to the edge-sharing octahedral chains (Fie. 9f);

t+-a---+l
Fto. 8. The structure of huntite viewed down [001]; the

star represent trigonal pnsmatically co-ordinated Ca.
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(u) (")

(dl (e) (fl

Fc4

Frc.9. The "3 Awalpaper structures", shown as colorings of the 36 rct (a)lM3(TO:)dll, fluoborite,t{ltf oq"9-:11

to the plane of the-net; b) IMzQQ)61, warwickite tvpe; (c) lM{76)$zl, ludwigi-te tvpe; (d) [M3(103)O2J' onnopma-

kiotiteiype; (e) lqgh)6;t, fiufiiid iype; (0 tUrgOriOui,-*iehtmanite typ9. Il all of these types, the framework

stoichiometry can be modified by ordered vacancy subtiitt'fio* aooe the leneth of the octahedral edge-sharing chains'

T
a
I

{
a
I

T
a

I

in character with their "drainpipe"-like aspect
(Moore & Araki L972), Ihey are full of disordered
(HrO) molecules.

Although not noted by previous workers, some of
the pyroborate minerals also belong to the "3 A wall-
paper structures". Perhaps the simplest framework
is that ofsuanite (Fig. l0b); ribbons ofedge-sharing
octahedra are linked by corner-sharing with (BrOr)
groups. The structure of the szalbelyite-group mine-
rals (Fig. 10a) is considerably more complex. There
are both single- and doltble-edge-sharing chains run-
ning parallel to the 3 A axis. These link by sharing
corners between the octahedral chains of both types'
and by sharing corners with tbe (BrOr) pyroborate
groups. This concludes the 3 A "wallpaper" struc-
tures of Table 4.

The hydromagnesite structure @ig. l1) has some
"wallpaper" affinities, in that edge-sharing octahe-
dral chains are also present in its structure. Howe-
ver, the structure does not map well on to a 36 net

oemendicular to these chains, and its (si4ple) anion
constitution is very different from the 3 A minerals'

Some adjacent chains share edges to form dimedg
ribbons;ihese ribbons link through their vertices-to
form very corrugated sheets parallel to (!00),11th
additional intrasheet linkage provided bV (COr)
groups subparallel to (100). There is,also considera-
6le intraframework linkage vla hydrogen bondine
from the (HrO) grouP.

fne mineriti of th" t"in"it" group consist of dis-
torted octahedra that link through sharing /razs
(H,O) vertices to form (Mds) chains parallel to

iooit, *itn (Seo) triangles bridging alons the

inains (Fig. 124); note the analogy to the
IMJTo^i,6"1 7 A chain, sheet and framework
stri"tur6i tVtoore I 970, 1 975, Hawthorne I 985a,. in
prep.). Thi (SeO3) groups also cross-link the chains
io tbrm a 3-dimensional framework (Fig. l2b)' The
ahlfeldite structures are thought to be a monoclinic
distortion of the teineite-type arrangement.

P- !+1

t+- ?--N 5- !-->r

p- ! '+1
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l < -  b - -+ l  t< -a+ {
FIc. 10. The structure of the 3 A pyroborate wallpaper minerals shown as idealized colorings of the 36 net: (a)

lMz(TzQ)61 szaibelyite type; O) lMz(Tzd)l suanite type.

63s

T
a

I
1
c

T

Mandarinoite (Fig. l3a) is an elegant structure, a
framework of corner-sharing octahedra and tetra-
hedra with an ordered arrangement of hydrogen-
bonded (H2O) molecules in the large interstices of
the framework. Trigonite is also based on a frame-
work of (Mg) and. (7S3) groups in which the only
linkage is corner-sharing between octahedra and
tetrahedra (Fig. I 3b). The module charge is balanced
by the presence of Pb2+ as the extra-modular
cation. Zemannite possesses a framework of the
same stoichiometry as mandarinoite, but the link-
age is more substantial. Face-sharing octahedral
dimers link through corner-sharing with three
(SeO3) groups to form columns parallel to [001]
@g. l4a). The (SeO) groups also cross-link to
other columns to form the 3-dimensional framework
@ig. l4b), with extra-modtrlar Na and (HrO) disor-
dered in the large channels. A third mineral with a
similar stoichiometry of the framework is emmons-
ite. The structure is intermediate between that of
mandarinoite and zemannite, with edge-sharing
(Fe3fdro) dimers linked by corner-sharing with
(TeOr) groups to form a fairly open framework.

Sonoraite has a framework with prominent octa-
hedral chains parallel to [01]. The octahedra alter-
nately share edges and corners @ig. 15a) and are
cross-linked into a framework by (TeO3) groups.
Mackayite has a somewhat different framework (Fig.
15b). Pairs of (TeO3) groups link to form (TerOr)
dimers,.and pairs of (Fe{) octahedra share edges

to form (Fezdro) dimers; the dimers then link
corners in three dimensions to form a framework,
Gaudefroyite (Fig. l6a,b) consists of edge-sharing
chains of octahedra and en dchelon triangles running
parallel to [001]; the trianeles link to adjacent chains
to form a very open 3-dimensional framework.
Extra-modular Ca occupies the large channels in this
framework, balancing the module charge. Lastly, the

l._ b->l
Frc. 11. The structure of hydromagnesite viewed down

[001]; in the central convolute chain of octahedra run-
ning parallel to [010], note that some of the (rdt
groups :ue seen 'edge-on' and appear only as lines con-
necting neighboring octahedra.

T
E2

I
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l<-a+l l.*- c -==":+l

Frc. 12. The srructure of teineite: (a) projected down [001j; O) projected down [010]. Note that the (Tedt groups are
pyramidal rather than planar las for (CO) and (BO3) groups], and hence are shown as tetrahedra rather than as
triangles; however, the connectivity of these groups is topologically the same as for the planar trianguku g;roups.

Frc. 13. The framework modules of (a) mandarinoite, projected down [001]; (b) trigonite, projected down [010]. The
large cavities in mandarinoite are filled with an ordered :urangement of (H2o) groups.

(a)

T
a

I

T
b

I

(b)

T
a

{

I
b

I
l+ c -+l

l +_a_+ l
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(al

t+a4
Ftc. 14. The frameworkmodule of zemannite (a) projected along [l0l; (b) projected down [001]. The large channels

are filled with extra-modular Na (not shown) and (H2O) groups.

F - a _ - - - - - - -
a -------r4.

FIc. 15. The framework modules in (a) mackayite, projected down [001]; (b) sonoraite, projected down [010].

I
c

1

T
I
I

minerals of the trippkeite group (Fig. 16c) consist
of edge-sharing chains of octahedra and corner-
sharing chains of triangles, both running parallel to
[001] and linking by corner-sharing to form a dense
framework.

Srnuctunar TnBNos

Hawthorne (1985a,b) has shown how the idea of
fundamental building blocks and structure modules
can be used in conjunction with the structure-based

/<_
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("1 (o) (c)

Fro. 16. The structures of (a) gaudefroyite, projected down ul0l; O) gaudefroyite, projected down [001]; (c) tripp-

keite, projected down [l10].

Tc
tT

c
t

Framework

Sh€et

Cha ln

Flnlis
Clust€r

lso la led
Polyhedra

0.40 0.60 0,80

Cornponent baslalty (v.u.) +

FIc. 17. Structure type as a function of the Lewis basicity
of the component oxyanions IWOA + (Tdo)l; the size
of the symbols is proportional to the number of minerals
with that particular basicity and structure 6pe. The staxs
represent synthetic compounds.

scale of Lewis acid and base strengths developed by
Brown (1981), to provide some insight into structure
type as a function of chemical composition. The
Lewis acid strength of a cation is defined as the
cation valence divided by the average cation co-
ordination number; it is thus the average valence of
a bond formed by that cation. Of course, in

individual $tructures there is considerable dispersion
about this value for individual bonds. The Lewis base
strength of an anion is the average bond-valence of
a bond formed by that anion, be it a simple or a com-
plex anion.

The hypothesis ofHawthorne (1983) considers the
polymerization of the more tightly bonded oxyan-
ions in the structure. Increasing polymerizatiqn will
decrease the Lewis base strength of the linked ory-
anions, suggesting that the degree of polymerization
in these structures should be related to the average
Lewis base strength of their component oxyanions
(i.e., l(Mh), + (TQ)|D. Hawthorne (1985a)
showed this to be the caie for the lvM(vT6)z6nl
minerals, and Figure 17 shows this to be the case for
the IvtMJttLT63)r{rl structures considered here.
There is considerable scatter in the data, but this is
to be expected. The division into the different classes
is a very coarse one; there is considerable variation
of the degree of polymerization of the component
oxyanions within any one class, and overlap between
classes will also occur. In addition, one would expect
the pH of the onvironment of crystallization to affect
the polymerization of the FBBs. Consequently, the
general correlation of Figure 17 suggests that this
approach is worth pursuing, both with regard to
understanding the general structural trends in these
groups and with regard to the correlation of struc-
ture with paragenesis.

INTERMoDULE LINKAGE AND EXTRA-MODULE
CATIoNS

The valence-matching principle (Brown l98l)
states that the most stable structures will form when
the Lewis acid strength ofthe cation is closest to the
Lewis base strength of the anion. Hafihorne (1985a)

F- b-*1
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has exploited this rule by considering the principal
module of a structure as a very complex (oxy)anion,
and relating the Lewis basicity of the module via the
valence-matching principle to the Lewis acidity of
the extra-modular cations of the structure. Thus the
characteristics of the extra-modular cations can be
rationalized or even predicted on this basis, and the
scheme works fairly well for tetrahedral-octahedral
minerals of MT'rQo stoichiometry.

Calculation of module basicity hinges on the use
of the mosi appropriate co-ordination number of the
anion. Hawthorne (1985a) used an oxygen co-
ordination number of [4], except where 02- is
bonded to luf+ and F+, where a co-ordination
number of [3] was used. A different procedure is
used here. Many investigators have commented on
the fact that the bond lengths or bond valences
around a single cation in a structure tend to be as
similar as possible, and Brown (1977) has used this
observation (for both cations and anions) to success-
fully predict bond lengths in structures, given the ini-
tial bond-connectivity. Here I will consider the opti-
mum arrangement to be that which gives the most
nearly equal bond-valences from the extra-modular
cation to the structure module. In some cases, an
equal distribution of bond valences is forced by the
strucfure arrangement, no matter what co-ordination
numbers are assigned to the anion. Using the above
criteria, eas might expect these minerals to be par-
ticularly accommodating with regard to variations
in the chemistry of the extra-modular cation.

Finite-clust er structures

In the baylissite module (Fig. l), there are three
types of simple anion: there are four oxygen atoms
bonded just to C, receiving 1.333 v.u. and requiring
a further 0.667 v.u.; there are two oxygen atoms
bonded to C and Mg, receiving 1.667 v.u. and requir-
ing a further 0.333 v.u.; there are four oxygen atoms
bonded to one Mg and 2H, each receiving 2.333 v.u.
and forming two hydrogen bonds of streneth 0.167
v.u. Ifthe hydrogen bonds are assigned to the oxy-
gen atoms just bonded to C, bond valences from the
extra-modular cations may be calculated for a vari-
ety of simple anion co-ordination numbers. The
Lewis acidity of the extra-modular cations may be
assigned ftom that combination of anion co-
ordination numbers that gives the most uniform set
of extra-module bond-valences. The results of these
calculations for baylissite are shown in Table 5. The
most uniform'set of bond valences is for the combi-
nation of co-ordination numbers [3] and [4], fore-
casting a l6]-co-ordinated monovalent extra-modular
cation or a [2]-co-ordinated divalent cation; in bay-
lissite, the extra-modular cation is K, with a co-
ordination number of [5] or [7], in good agreement
with the calculations. The optimum basicity of the

TABLE 5, ANION @-ORDINATION NIIItsERS, BOIID.YALENCES AIID PREDICTED

EX'IRA.I'ODIJLI CATTON @-ORDII{ATIOII NUMBMS

o v t r J []* []z* []r*
Bayl lsslte

3 ,4

0 , 1 7
0 .  l r
0 .@
0 . 1 7

0 . 1 6
0 . l l

0 .  r 7

0 .20  5
0 . 1 3  8

0.09 i l

0 . 1 7  6

t 0
' t6

22

l 2

t t

l 8

Sahmal lte-type

0.22
0 . 1 7

0.33 0.33
0,17  0 .20
0 . 1 I  0 . 1 4

3 6 9
5  1 0  1 5
7 1 4 2 1

Dunasite-type

4 A
7 1 4
5  l 0

6 1 2

4
3,4

3 0.67
4 0 .33

5 0 .22

o.22
0 . 1 7
0 , @

0 . 1 7
0. - t7

0 . 1 4
o.20
0 . 1 7

12
21
l 5
'18

Chalconatronlte-type

0.25
0 . 1 7 0 . 1 7

0.29
0 . 1 7

7

Eitelite-tloe

0 .33
0 . 1 7
0 . 1 1

0 . 1 7
0 . l l

'18

Tunl site

4
4 8 1 2
7 1 4 2 1
5  l 0  1 5

6 1 2 1 8

9

t l3,4

0 , 1 7
0.08
0 . I 7
0 . 1 7

0.33 0.25
o.22 0.14
0.22 0.20
0 .17  0 . r 7

Dennlnglte

0 .33
0 , l 7

0 .33
0.22
0.22

0.33
o,20
0.28

E I O
7

Trlgonl te

0.67

0.22

q

l l

Gaudefroylte

6

0.50

0.25
0.25

0.38
0.25
n  1 0

0.25

0.25
0 . 1 7
0 . t 3
0 .25

t 6

4 1 2
1 l  1 6
8 1 2

Northupite

J

6
0.33
0.  l7
0 . t l

0 . 1 7
n  t l

0.67

0.22

2
1

C.N.: assufued anlon co-ordinatlon nmbers: bv(l): bond valence
(v.u.)  required to sat isfy one tyPe of o)rygen ln the structure'
for the ass@d anion C.N,i  bv(2):  bud valence requlred to
satlsfy the other type of o)$fgen ln the struct{re; <bv>: nean
bond-valence to structure mdule fm the extra-rodule @tlons
(" mdule baslcl ty)t  [ ] :  predict€d co-ord{nat lon n@ber for mno-
iatmt (+),  divalei t  (2t) 'and tr lvalent (3+) extra-mdule cat ions.

0.57

o.22
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module is 0.17 v.u., and Na would be the ideal extra-
modular cation, but the solution for [4]-co-
ordination anions is also fairly reasonable, giving a
module basicity of 0.13 v.u., which would favor K
as an extra-modular cation, as observed in baylissite.

Finite-chain structures

The results for the chain structures with extra-
modular cations are given in Table 5. For sahamal-
ite, the most even distribution of bond valences
ocburs for an anion co-ordination number of [3].
This would lead to [3]-co-ordinated monovalent
cations, [6]-co-ordinated divalent cations and [9]-co-
ordinated trivalent cations; in sahamalite, the extra-
modular cation is [9]-co-ordinated REE, in good
agreemsnt with the calculation.

The dundasite-type chain is a good test of this
method, as there are several different minerals with
this structure module. The optimum bond-valence
distribution occurs for the combination of anion co-
ordination numbers [3] and [5], which predicts a [6]-
co-ordinated monovalent or fi2]-co-ordinated diva-
lent extra-modular cation. The extra-modular cation
in hydrodresserite is Ba, with an effective co-
ordination number of ll2l (co-ordination : 602-
+ 3H2O : (6xl) + (3x2) : 12 bonds to the
structure module) in agreement with the prediction.
The extra-modular cation in dawsonite is [6]-co-
ordinated Na, again in agreement with predictions.
The next closest solution is for anion co-ordination
numbers of [3] and [4], which predicts [5]-co-
ordinated monovalent or fl0]-co-ordinated divalent
extra-modular cations; this is in good agre€ment with
the fl0]-co-ordinated Pb, Ba and Sr found in the
minerals of the dundasite group.

For chalconatronite, the optimum bond-valence
distribution is for an anion co-ordination number
of [4], which predicts a [6]-co-ordinated monovalent
or I l2]-co-ordinated divalent extra-modular cation.
Chalconatronite has [6]-co-ordinated Na as the efira-
modular cation, in agreement with the prediction.

Infi ni te-s he e t st ruc ture s

Calculations for the infinite-sheet structures (with
extra-modular cations) are given in Table 5. For the
eitelite group of minerals, there is only one type of
simple anion in the structure module, and thus the
bond-valence distributions of any extra-modular
cation will always be optimum. For [3]-co-ordinated
anions, a co-ordination of [3] for a monovalent
cation and a co-ordination of [6] for a divalent cation
are predicted. In the divalent case, this would actu-
ally form a framework to give a calcite-structure
module. For [4]-co-ordinated anions, the module
basicity is 0.17, giving a co-ordination number of [6]
for an extra-modular monovalent cation, and sug-

gesting Na as the optimum cation. For [5]-co-
ordinated anions, K is predicted for the extra-
modular cation, with a co-ordination number of [9].
In eitelite, the extra-modular cation is [6]-co-
ordinated Na, in buetschliite, the extra-modular
cation is l9]-co-ordinated K, both in agreement witlo
the predictions.

In tunisite, optimum bond-valence distribution
occurs for simple anion co-ordination numbers of
[3] and [5], with [3] and [4] also giving reasonable
values; tunisite contains l5]-co-ordinated Na and
F0l-co-ordinated Ca as extra-modular cations, in
agreement with the predicted co-ordinations in Table
5. For denningite, optimum bond-valence distribu-
tion would predict l6]-co-ordinated divalent or [9]-
co-ordinated trivalent extra-modular cations; [8]-co-
ordinated (Ca,Mn) occurs.

Infi nite-framewor k structures

Most of the infinite framework structures have
neutral structure-modules and no extra-modular
cations; calculations for the few frameworks with
extra-modular cations are given in Table 5.

For trigonite, the bond-valence distribution is
always uniform and a wide variety of extra-modular
cations could occur. Pb is actually observed, with
co-ordinations of [4+ 3] (4 short and 3 long bonds),
[3 +2], and [3 +2]. These are low co-ordination num-
bers for Pb, but they are compatible with the basic-
ity of the framework module, and the stereoactive
lone-pair effect in Pb allows these low co-ordinations
to be realized. For gaudefroyite, the optimum bond-
valence arrangement predicts extra-modular cation
co-ordinations of [4] for monovalent cations and [8]
for divalent cations; gaudefroyite has [7]- and [9]-
co-ordinated Ca, in good agreement with prediction.

SuuulnY

Minerals may be ordered into structural hierarchies
according to the polymerization of those sation co-
ordination polyhedra of higher bond-valences. This
hypothesis has been applied to a diverse group of
carbonates, triangular borates, selenites, tellurites,
arsenites and antimonites containing octahedrally co-
ordinated cations. The mode of polymerization of
the fundamental building block of a structure is
related to the Lewis basicity of the simFle oryanions
that constitute the cluster. If the structure module
is treated as a very complex oxyanion, the Lewis
basicity of the module may be related to the Lewis
acidity of the extra-modular cations for a variety of
co-ordination numbers of simple anions; with the
constraint that the preferred co-ordination numbers
of simple anions result in the least dispersion in bond
valences of the extra-modular cations, the identity
and co-ordination number of the extra-modular
cation can be predicted with fair success.
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